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Abstract: In this work, Nb5+ and In3+ ions were used as dopants in titanium/tungsten oxide
nanostructures that are produced by the electrospinning and sintering process, for relative humidity
(RH) detection. The microstructural properties were investigated by SEM, EDS, XRD, Raman and
FTIR techniques. The electrical response characterization of the samples was performed by electrical
impedance spectroscopy in the range of 400 Hz to 40 MHz, at 20 ◦C. The sensors sensitivity to
moisture was evaluated in terms of the impedance variations to RH (10–100%). The combined
analysis of the microstructural characterization results confirmed the surface interaction between the
oxides and the ions incorporation in Ti crystal lattice. All the studied sensors showed a conduction
transition from p- to n-type at around 30–40% RH: besides, they also displayed better sensitivity
to moisture than those obtained in a previous work using titanium/tungsten combination using a
different fabricationn route. The impedance modulus variation up to 1.1 and 1.3 orders of magnitude
for the 4 wt % niobium and indium doped samples, respectively. The results are directly associated
with the microstructure and alternative preparation process.

Keywords: characterization; preparation; electrospinning; mixed metal oxide; nanostructures

1. Introduction

Humidity is an extremely important parameter for several industrial sectors. The
treatment, production and storage of products are some of the processes that require
monitoring and adjustments for the relative humidity (RH) of the environment.

Metal oxide semiconductor nanomaterials have recently started to receive increasing
attention regarding the production of moisture sensors with better performance, due to
their high surface area and excellent chemical, structural and environmental stability [1,2].
In these materials, the electrical response to moisture is associated with the chemisorbed
and physiosorbed layers of water molecules on their surface, and with the capillary con-
densation of water in the porous microstructure [2,3].

Metal oxides can form nanocomposites with other oxides (mixed metal oxides, MMO)
and other functional materials, such as conducting polymers and carbon-based materi-
als, in order to ensure higher surface area, less electron-hole recombination and better
performance in adsorption, photocatalysis and gas sensing applications [4–7].

MMO nanostructures are notable for the possibility of improving their electrical
response to humidity, due to better microstructural and electrical properties, which results
from the atomic and surface interaction between the constituent oxides and moisture, when
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compared to the individual use of these semiconductors. The selective composition, doping
and preparation processes of these materials, are significant factors to obtain nanostructures
with high surface area/volume ratio for moisture sensitive applications [4,8].

The combined use of titanium dioxide (TiO2) and tungsten trioxide (WO3) with
selective dopants such as Zn2+, Cu2+, Nb5+ and V5+ ions, in volumetric pellets arrange-
ment, has been studied for the development of more efficient MMO sensors [9–11]. While
WO3 interacts superficially with TiO2, which increases both the thermal/structural stability
and the conductivity of the system, the dopants increase the degree of adsorption of water
molecules, resulting in an excellent sensitivity to RH variations.

Recently, TiO2/WO3 MMO have been produced by electrospinning and sintering
processes [12,13]. With this preparation route, the oxides are first encapsulated in polymeric
micro/nanofibers and then sintered to obtain a uniform dispersion of the sensor material
on the interdigitated electrodes. This alternative method ensures the formation of MMO
porous films in detriment of volumetric pellets in the detection of moisture, simplifying
fabrication route and maintaining sensing quality with a considerably smaller amount of
material, a significant step in the miniaturization direction of the devices [12,14].

In this work, authors study the effect of the introduction of Nb5+ and In3+ doping ions
on moisture sensitivity of TiO2/WO3 mixed metal oxides, produced by electrospinning
and sintering. The microstructure of the produced materials was investigated and directly
related to the RH-dependent impedance (Z) variations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Anatase titanium dioxide (TiO2), monoclinic tungsten trioxide (WO3), niobium pen-
toxide (Nb2O5), indium (III) oxide (In2O3) (metal oxides were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich), poly (methacrylic acid, methyl methacrylate), 1:1 (Evonik Industries), and ethyl
alcohol PA (99.8%) (Neon) were used as received.

2.2. Sample Preparation

The sensors were prepared in two steps: (i) Electrospinning of the polymer solution
(containing the metal oxides); and (ii) sintering of the resulting materials from the first step.

The polymer solution for the electrospinning process was prepared from 2.0 g of
polymer in 8 mL of ethyl alcohol. The mixed metal oxides (MMO) compositions were
obtained from mixtures between TiO2 and WO3 (1:1 mole ratio) with 2, 4 and 6 wt % of
Nb2O5 (TW − Nb2, −Nb4 and −Nb6 samples), and In2O3 (TW − In2, −In4 and −In6
samples) dopants, respectively.

The samples (0.25 g of each metal oxide composition solubilized in 2 mL of polymer
solution) were transferred to a conventional syringe (10 mL capacity and 0.7 mm diameter
of the metal capillary), and kept at a constant pressure.

A 100 µL min−1 flow rate of the solutions was established at the capillary tip, with
an electrical differential voltage potential of 16 kV applied between the needle and a
grounded 10 cm× 10 cm plane metal collector, 10 cm apart. The produced fibers (containing
the oxides) were deposited over a pair of gold (Au) interdigitated electrical electrodes
(1.1 cm × 1.1 cm) placed on an insulating alumina substrate. All experiments were carried
out at room temperature (20 ◦C).

In sequence, each sample was sintered in an oven at 500 ◦C for 2 h, in order to eliminate
the organic matrix and obtain the metal oxide films for moisture sensing tests. Figure 1
illustrates the samples preparation steps for the analysis of their electrical responses to RH.
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electrospun fibers (containing the oxides) on the Au interdigitated electrode; (d) sintered oxides for 
electrical tests in the humidity chamber; (e) RH dependent electrical response. 

2.3. Microstructural Characterization 
The materials microstructure was analyzed by: (i) scanning electron microscopy. 

SEM (Vega 3XM (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic), equipped with an energy-dispersive 
X-ray detector, EDX, with 10–20 kV accelerating voltage); (ii) Raman spectroscopy, laser 
wavelength, λ, of 532 nm, 20–25 mW (HORIBA Scientific, Osaka, Japan); (iii) Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR (Schimadzu Prestige 21 equipment (Shimadzu 
Corporation, Kyoto, Japan), KBr pellet); (iv) X-ray diffraction. XRD (Miniflex Rigaku 
equipment (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), Cu Kα radiation, 𝜆 =  1.54056 Å, 40 kV 
voltage, 15 mA current, scan rate of 0.02°·s−1, 15–70° 2θ range). X-Pert HighScore software 
was used to identify the crystalline phases. Crystallographic data were obtained from the 
International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD). 

2.4. Electrical Response 
The systems electrical response to relative humidity, RH, exposure was investigated 

by electrical impedance spectroscopy (impedance analyzer HP4194A (Hewlett-Packard, 
Santa Clara, CA, USA) , in the frequency range from 400 Hz to 40 MHz. The samples 
were tested in a humidity chamber (humidity and temperature automatically controlled, 
with an error smaller than ± 1%), see Figure 1d), with RH values ranging from 10 to 100%, 
at 20 °C. The sensitivity of the systems to RH variations was assessed in terms of the 
variation of their impedance module values |Z| (|Z|= Re Z Im Z ), where Re Z 
and Im Z are the resistance and the reactance of the measured impedance by impedance 
spectroscopy). 

2.5. Statistical Analysis 
Fiber diameter, grain size of the sintered structures and their electrical response 

were given as the average of three independent measurements, for each tested oxide 
composition. Inferential statistical analyzes (normality and equality of means tests) were 
performed with 95% confidence level (or significance level, α, of 0.05) and compared to 

Figure 1. Illustration of the samples preparation for moisture sensing tests: (a) Polymeric solution
containing the mixed metal oxides (MMO) for the (b) electrospinning process; (c) deposition of the
electrospun fibers (containing the oxides) on the Au interdigitated electrode; (d) sintered oxides for
electrical tests in the humidity chamber; (e) RH dependent electrical response.

2.3. Microstructural Characterization

The materials microstructure was analyzed by: (i) scanning electron microscopy.
SEM (Vega 3XM (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic), equipped with an energy-dispersive
X-ray detector, EDX, with 10–20 kV accelerating voltage); (ii) Raman spectroscopy, laser
wavelength, λ, of 532 nm, 20–25 mW (HORIBA Scientific, Osaka, Japan); (iii) Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR (Schimadzu Prestige 21 equipment (Shimadzu
Corporation, Kyoto, Japan), KBr pellet); (iv) X-ray diffraction. XRD (Miniflex Rigaku
equipment (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), Cu Kα radiation, λ = 1.54056 Å, 40 kV
voltage, 15 mA current, scan rate of 0.02◦·s−1, 15–70◦ 2θ range). X-Pert HighScore software
was used to identify the crystalline phases. Crystallographic data were obtained from the
International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD).

2.4. Electrical Response

The systems electrical response to relative humidity, RH, exposure was investigated
by electrical impedance spectroscopy (impedance analyzer HP4194A (Hewlett-Packard,
Santa Clara, CA, USA), in the frequency range from 400 Hz to 40 MHz. The samples were
tested in a humidity chamber (humidity and temperature automatically controlled, with an
error smaller than ± 1%), see Figure 1d), with RH values ranging from 10 to 100%, at 20 ◦C.
The sensitivity of the systems to RH variations was assessed in terms of the variation of

their impedance module values |Z| (|Z|=
√
(Re Z)2 + (Im Z)2), where Re Z and Im Z are

the resistance and the reactance of the measured impedance by impedance spectroscopy).

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Fiber diameter, grain size of the sintered structures and their electrical response were
given as the average of three independent measurements, for each tested oxide composition.
Inferential statistical analyzes (normality and equality of means tests) were performed
with 95% confidence level (or significance level, α, of 0.05) and compared to the p-value
returned by these tests. For p-value > α, the normality and equality of means hypotheses
are accepted. Diameter and grain size values were obtained from SEM micrographs using
ImageJ software.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructural Analysis

The morphological aspects of the oxides-containing electrospun fibers and the sintered
MMO were investigated from the micrographs obtained by SEM. Figure 2 presents SEM
images of the produced fibers (preliminary material for the preparation of nanostructures
for moisture detection) and their respective EDX mappings.
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Figure 2. SEM images of electrospun fibers containing TW − Nb MMO with (a) 2, (b) 4 and (c) 6 wt
% of Nb2O5 and TW − In MMO with (e) 2, (f) 4 and (g) 6 wt % of In2O3; and EDX mappings of (d)
TW − Nb4 and (h) TW − In4, respectively.

All fibers with TiW − Nb and TiW − In compositions exhibited regular diameters
and showed no surface structural defects (e.g., beads) [15]. In addition, it was found that
fiber size follows a normal distribution (p-value > α), with mean diameters of 5.6± 2.1 µm
(sample size (n) = 61), 5.4± 2.3 µm (n = 51) and 6.5± 2.8 µm (n = 69) for the TiW − Nb2,
−Nb4 and −Nb6, and 6.1 ± 1.7 µm (n = 49), 5.7 ± 2.9 µm (n = 67) and 5.9 ± 2.0 µm
(n = 63) for the TiW − In2, −In4 and −In6 models, respectively. The hypothesis tests on
the population mean difference, with unknown standard deviation, confirmed that all
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produced fibers have similar diameters, with no statistically significant differences. The
constant diameter of the fibers observed even with increasing concentration of dopants,
is an important factor allowing to relate moisture sensitivity of the sintered material only
with the interaction between the oxides, in each tested configuration.

Representative energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) maps of TW − Nb and TW − In MMO-
loaded fibers confirmed that the populations of metallic elements that compose the semicon-
ductor matrix (Ti and W) and the doping elements (Nb and In) have uniform distribution
in all electrospun samples, as shown for the TW−Nb4 and TW− In4 samples (Figure 2d,h,
respectively). In other words, the fibers act as a polymeric mold to promote the suitable
distribution of the materials on the electrode and prevent further aggregation of the oxide
particles. These results reveal that electrospinning can be used as an effective and low-cost
alternative fabrication process (compared to usual methods, such as vapor deposition,
coating, and sputtering techniques, among others [16]): Consequently, materials with
expectable higher surface area to volume ratio can be produced, which directly affect the
sensing response of the oxide films that result from sintering. It is know that the adsorption
of water vapor on the materials’ surfaces is promoted by a higher contact surface area,
due to its porous nature, which affects the electrical conduction. This change encompasses
the resistance, capacitance or electrolytic conduction depending on the sensor type [17].
After sintering at 500 ◦C, it is possible to observe the morphological differences of the final
materials that will be used for moisture detection (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. SEM images of Nb-doped (a) TW − Nb2, (b) TW − Nb4 and (c) TW − Nb6 and In -doped (e) TW − In2, (f)
TW − In4 and (g) TW − In6 sintered MMO; EDX elemental composition and mapping of (d) TW − Nb4 and (h) TW − In4
sensors.

EDX elemental composition and mapping, Figure 3d,h, confirmed the presence and
continuity of the regular distribution of Ti and W base metals and of Nb and In dopants
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in the sintered samples, as exemplified in TW − Nb4 and TW − In4 samples (Figure 3d,h,
respectively).

In addition, Figure 3a–c,e–g present micrographs of the produced MMO. The images
show materials with a porous structure and particles with dimension on the order of 100 to
400 nm, without the polymeric material. It is possible to observe that the systems produced
with 2, 4 and 6 wt % niobium and 2 and 4 wt % indium have mostly spherical particles,
which optimizes the application of these structures for moisture sensing. The average
diameter of these particles was estimated to be 159.3 ± 48.5 nm (n = 141), 168.3 ± 54.3 nm
(n = 128) and 189.9 ± 84.9 nm (n = 103), for TW − Nb2, TW − Nb4 and TW − Nb6 samples,
and of 167.5± 34.1 nm (n = 161) and 178.3± 69.8 nm (n = 149) for TW − In2 and TW − In4
ones, respectively. Statistical analysis of grain size proved that there are no significant
differences in particle size among the different fabricated systems. It is important to em-
phasize that these registered characteristics are essential for moisture sensing applications,
which favor the adsorption processes of water molecules from the environment, on the
semiconductors surface and porous structure. The TW − In6 sample showed more elon-
gated particles, with an average diameter of the order of 280.5 ± 100.2 nm (n = 77), as a
result of the seen nanoparticles agglutination.

Based on the micrographs discussion, the assumption made above about the obtention
of samples with higher surface area is greatly supported. Indeed, by looking at the
micrographs, authors can state that the samples exhibit high porosity, particularly the ones
with lower content of Indium and Niobium where higher voids between agglomerates are
visible, which is a clear indication of the existence of high contact surface area.

FTIR obtained spectra for all samples, Figure 4a, demonstrates the absence of molecu-
lar vibration bands from the polymer (in the wavenumber range of 1000 to 3600 cm−1 [18]),
which proves the previous indication that the polymeric mold was completely removed.
Furthermore, a wide band in the range of 400–800 cm−1 was noted as the typical signa-
ture of the metal oxides presence in the sintered samples. This proves that the sensing
interactions take place in the organic matter-free MMO nanostructures, as projected.
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The X-ray diffractograms of the sintered TW-Nb and TW-In MMOs are presented in
Figure 4b.

The results show that all produced MMO are composed of titanium dioxide in the
anatase phase, with tetragonal crystal structure (space group D19

4h I41/amd, ICDD card
#01− 071− 1166), and tungsten trioxide, with monoclinic crystalline system (a = 7.306,
b = 7.540, c = 7.692, α = γ = 90◦ and β = 90.88◦, space group P21/c, ICDD card #01−
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083− 0951). This shows that the sintering process of TiO2 (combined with WO3, at 500 ◦C)
causes no phase change or solid solution formation from these oxides [19].

The lattice parameters for TiO2 in TW MMO are a = b = 3.785 Å and c = 9.514 Å,
α = β = γ = 90◦ [13]. However, it is possible to notice the dependence of TiO2 lattice
parameters with Nb and In concentrations in each sample (Table 1).

Table 1. Lattice parameters of TiO2 in TW − Nb and TW − In mixed metal oxides (MMO).

Lattice Parameters

MMO a = b c

TW − Nb2 3.781 9.527
TW − Nb4 3.739 9.638
TW − Nb6 3.720 9.722
TW − In2 3.782 9.525
TW − In4 3.751 9.585
TW − In6 3.752 9.580

In TW − Nb samples, a progressive decrease in a and b values and an increase in the
value of the c parameter is noted (from 2 to 6 wt % of Nb2O5), which indicates an increase
in volume of the TiO2 unit cell. The same behavior is obtained for TW − In2 and −In4
samples, while the −In6 model shows no significant changes in the crystal parameters
(related to −In4 configuration).

In addition, once known that the doping materials have a well-defined crystal struc-
ture, and that they were not detected in the XRD diffraction spectra of all TW − Nb and
in TW−(In2 and In4) samples, there is an indication that the Nb5+ and In3+ ions (ionic
radius close to Ti4+ with 0.74, and 0.80 Å, respectively [20,21]) are effectively acting as
dopants in the TiO2 crystal structure, occupying the vacancies of the Ti atom sites [22].

The invariance of the lattice parameters in the TW − In6 sample and the appearance
of In2O3 characteristic peaks in their XRD spectrum, at 2θ= 31.3◦, 36.1◦ and 61.9◦, indicate
that a greater fraction of the indium concentration does not interact at atomic level and
promotes interaction on the surface of the MMO. This property can influence the size and
shape of the grains, porosity and physical properties (conductivity, surface area, among
others) of the final material, as verified for the morphology of this sample obtained by SEM
images (Figure 3g).

The Raman spectra of the nanocomposites are shown in Figure 5. For comparison, the
spectrum of pure anatase TiO2 nanoparticles sintered at 500 ◦C was also analyzed. The
sample presented the characteristic molecular vibration bands of the anatase at 145, 198,
393, 514 and 637 cm−1 wavenumbers, as described in the literature [23].

In TW − Nb and TW − In samples, the TiO2 bands were also observed, but all of
them were displaced to regions with a lower wavenumber value. For all samples, except
for the TW − In4 model, these shifts were in the order of 8 to 12 cm−1. For the sample with
4 wt % of indium, this alteration also occurred but with a greater wavenumber variation
(16 to 20 cm−1 range, when compared to the values obtained for the anatase TiO2. The
vibrational bands signature of monoclinic WO3 was also verified in niobium and indium-
doped nanocomposites at 263, 316, 707 and 799 cm−1 wavenumbers [10,24]. In the TW-In4
sample, the characteristic WO3 bands were also found shifted to smaller wave numbers, by
approximately 9 cm−1.

These Raman band changes to regions of the spectrum with lower wavenumbers is
known as redshift. This phenomenon is associated with distortions in the atomic structure
of TiO2, as well as the processes of surface relaxation and phonon confinement, which favor
the electrical response of these systems to RH variations [25]. Therefore, the occurrence of
redshift demonstrates that a portion Nb5+ and In3+ ions concentration was introduced in
the available vacancies of Ti atoms in the TiO2 crystal lattice, since the ionic radius of the
dopants are close to that of titanium.
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The combined analysis of SEM micrographs and XRD and Raman spectra showed that
the planned nanocomposites were successfully produced for testing the electrical response
of systems to RH variations.
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3.2. Electrical Response

The electrical response of TW-Nb and TW-In mixed metal oxides to RH variations
was investigated by electrical impedance spectroscopy. The TW − Nb and TW − In MMO
electrical response to moisture are dependent on the adsorption processes (chemisorption
and physisorption) of water from the environment on the surface, and porous structure, of
these nanostructures (Figure 6a).

Chemisorption is characterized by the first adsorbed layer of water molecules covering
the oxides surface and porous open structure. This layer is usually completely adsorbed at
around 30 to 40% RH concentration, and will be strongly bonded to the oxides, without
further influence of further RH variations. With the progressive increase in relative hu-
midity, physiosorbed layers begin to form over the chemisorbed layer, one after the other.
In contrast with the first case, these layers are unstable and can be easily removed with
increasing temperature or decreasing RH concentration in the atmosphere [26,27].

With water saturation on the MMO surface, water molecules begin to condense in the
microscopic pores between the grains, in the bulk of the sensor material. In this context,
the accumulation of electrical charge carriers in the barrier between the grains contributes
to electrical polarization (from the movement of these charges as a result of an applied
electrical field) [19,28].

As RH increases, the minimum value in the total conductance is noted for all tested
samples. Figure 7 shows this characteristic Nyquist plots (imaginary versus real parts of
the impedance, −Im Z vs. Re Z) for the TW − Nb samples as a RH function.

This phenomenon is a signature of a p- to n-type conduction transition in materi-
als [29–32]. P-type conduction is noted at low RH concentrations in the region where the
chemosorbed layer is formed (know has low humidity range, below 30–40% RH: form
RH values above the 40% lays the called high humidity range). In this case, oxygen from
the humidified air at room temperature can be adsorbed in the form of O−, O2−, O−2
and O2−

2 ions. This causes the density of free electrons to decrease. Consequently, the
electrical impedance of the material increases due to the removal of charge carriers from
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the conduction band. In this configuration, oxide ion species also react with humidity
molecules from the medium and the materials conduction band becomes again occupied
by electrons.

Therefore, the total conductivity in the material is dependent on the rate at which
these reactions occur. The production of MMO sensor films by electrospinning results
in nanostructured systems with a high surface area to volume ratio. As a consequence,
p-type conduction is dominant in the low RH range. However, when the RH of the
environment is around 40%, the type of conduction in the material is inverted (p-type to
n-type) due to the greater electrons availability in the conduction band. The impedance
of these systems continues to decrease progressively with the formation of the first and
following physiosorbed layers, mainly due to the transport and electrical polarization
mechanisms, especially the hopping conduction of H+ protons.

The increase in physisorption controlled conduction mechanisms (due to the increase
in RH in the environment) evidences the presence of hydronium (H3O+) ions for the forma-
tion of a high density of H+ protons as charge carriers, by the Grotthuss mechanism [33],
Figure 6b). In this configuration, the instability of the hydronium chemical bond promotes
the hopping transfer of a H+ proton to the nearest water molecule. As a result, the H2O
molecules are ionized and form another H3O+ ion. This process is repeated on the surfaces
of the sensors while the RH of the environment is kept constant. This same behavior is ob-
served for the TW − In models (the detailed description of the RH-dependent impedance
variations for these two doped systems will be discussed from the data in Figure 8).
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In fact, Nyquist plots for all MMO nanostructures return compressed semicircles,
indicating that conduction in these materials is dominated by the relaxation processes at
the surface of grains and through grain boundaries [34]. Diffusion process are present, at
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least in the interface between the measuring electrodes and the material, but clearly their
contribution is insignificant to the overall impedance measured of the sensors. Once it is
not predictable by observation of the SEM images of the existence of a significant number
of pores in the mesoporous region, no further diffusion contributions are expected (it is
known that a large porosity in the mesoporous region, where capillary water condensation
and consequently water reactivity are enhanced, and contributes to the materials’ overall
electrical response).

Figure 8 shows the variations in the impedance modulus obtained for the TW − Nb
and TW − In systems as a function of RH, at 40–100% RH range. The TW − Nb2,−Nb4
and −Nb6 models presented an impedance variation of 0.81, 1.11 and 0.73, in order of
magnitude, respectively. In addition, the TW − In2, −In4 and −In6 samples showed
variations of 0.96, 1.27 and 0.45, respectively. The results indicate that the systems tested
in this work present better sensitivity to RH variations than those obtained with the TW
systems (produced in the form of pellets or prepared by electrospinning, without addition
of dopants) [9,13].

The best electrical moisture sensitivity results for niobium and indium-doped samples
at 4 wt % are related to the MMO preparation process and the efficiency of Nb5+ and In3+

ions as dopants in the TiO2 structure, at this concentration, as confirmed in the XRD and
Raman experiments. However, the best candidate for future application in a sensing device
is in the authors’ opinion the indium doped sample at 2 wt %, as it exhibits both in low
and high humidity ranges, almost linear variations to RH changes, with almost the same
overall impedance modulus variations than those displayed by the samples doped with
niobium and indium at 4 wt %.

The samples with 6 wt % niobium and indium showed a lower impedance excursion
with increasing moisture (compared to the other samples). This means that these two
systems are more conductive than samples produced with lower concentrations of dopants,
due to the greater surface interaction between the oxides, demonstrated in the SEM and
XRD experiments. As verified, up to a concentration of 4 wt %, the efficacy of niobium
and indium ions can be tested as dopants, in an attempt to produce systems with greater
sensitivity to moisture, while at higher concentrations, the sensory quality is strongly
reduced.

The electrical response stability to moisture of TW − Nb and TW − In samples was
tested at three RH working values (at 50, 70 and 90% RH-after the p-n transition) at 1 kHz,
in terms of the relative variation of impedance, over the seven-day measurement interval
under constant RH regime, see Table 2, where Zi and Z f are the values of |Z| measured
at p-n transition and at 100% of relative humidity, respectively. The results showed that
all doped samples have small variation in impedance values (≤4.1%), with potential for
moisture sensing in applications that depend on RH monitoring, similar to the TW sensors
previously produced earlier, without dopants addition [9,13].

Table 2. Electrical response stability to moisture (at 50, 70 and 90% RH) for TW − Nb and TW − In
sensors produced with 2, 4 and 6 wt % of Nb2O5 and In2O3, respectively.

Nb2O5(wt %) In2O3(wt %)

2 4 6 2 4 6

RH (%) Electrical response stability
(

100− Zi−Z f
Zi

)
(%)

50 96.1 97.2 98.1 96.7 95.7 96.7
70 95.9 96.9 97.1 96.9 98.3 97.6
90 97.7 97.3 97.3 96.1 97.6 96.8

4. Conclusions

The TW − Nb and TW − In samples were successfully prepared by the alternative
fabrication route, by electrospinning and sintering processes. The electrospinning technique
proved to be adequate to obtain nanostructures of mixed metal oxides with potential for
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RH sensing. The microstructural characterization justified the sensitivity results obtained
using Nb5+- and In3+-doped samples, from the impedance variations of the systems.

All tested samples electrically responded to variations in RH range. The best impedance
variation results were obtained for doped samples with 4 wt % of niobium and indium.
However, the best candidate for future use in a sensing device is the indium doped sample
at 2 wt % due to its almost linear electrical response. These systems returned a variation of
approximately 1.1, and 1.3 order of magnitude, respectively, which consequently increased
the MMO sensitivity to moisture detection. However, samples with 6 wt % of dopants
demonstrated to be more conductive than the previous ones, as a consequence of changes
in their microstructures, which resulted in less impedance variation during the moisture
sensing tests.
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